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Copiously illustrated, this provides a useful schema from which to learn about different periods of art, and a lot of information you can use for reference. The edition that I read was pre-political correctness so that means a history of dead white guy artists. It would be better titled a History of Western Art, although it ends with an apologetic and half
hearted nod to Asian art. (for a critical view, see The Guerrilla Girls' Bedside Companion to the History of Western Art) Needless to say, wh Copiously illustrated, this provides a useful schema from which to learn about different periods of art, and a lot of information you can use for reference. The edition that I read was pre-political correctness so
that means a history of dead white guy artists. It would be better titled a History of Western Art, although it ends with an apologetic and half hearted nod to Asian art. (for a critical view, see The Guerrilla Girls' Bedside Companion to the History of Western Art) Needless to say, whenever you cover such a large territory, you are bound to be forced to
leave somebody out, and get slammed for your choices, so I won't belabor the point. Despite this, you can learn a great deal about the history of art, and the author is not entirely neutral in tone, which I consider a plus, as you can then assess the author's opinions yourself.Despite Goodreads, which seems to be hallucinating, this book is not 150
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through analysis of the objects themselvesRevel® Janson's History of Art: The Western Tradition offers readers a strong focus on Western art, an important consideration of technique and style, and a clear point of view. Throughout, the authors focus on the discussion on the object, its manufacture, and its visual character, and they consider the
contribution of the artist as an important part of the analysis. Coverage is limited to the Western tradition, with a chapter on Islamic art and its relationship to Western art. Available for Fall 2021 classes, the Digital Update offers new learning objectives to help students navigate the rich history of Western art as well as expanded quizzes that let them
review what they've learned. Revel empowers students to actively participate in learning. More than a digital textbook, Revel delivers an engaging blend of author content, media, and assessment. With Revel, students read and practice in one continuous experience, anytime, anywhere, on any device. Learn more about Revel. Highlights of the
DIGITAL UPDATE (available for Fall 2021 classes) NEW - Learning objectives within each chapter guide students as they read through the text by highlighting the higher-order content on which to focus.UPDATED - End-of-module and end-of-chapter quizzes have been revised to enable students to better review and assess their understanding.All
quizzes have been mapped to the new learning objectives to reinforce the main takeaways and help students lock in what they've learned.End-of-chapter quizzes have been expanded by five questions for a total of 15 questions per chapter.UPDATED - All of the text's maps, images, and videos have been updated to meet the latest standards for
accessibility. A compelling approach fosters art-historical thinking A clear organization and contextual emphasis conveys the compelling story of Western art. Most chapters integrate works into chronological discussions instead of discussing them in isolation from one another. The authors continue to draw connections among works of art, as original
author H.W. Janson did, as well as emphasize the patronage and function of works of art and the historical circumstances in which they were created. The Reissued 8th Edition explores how works of art have been used to shore up political or social power.The Reissued 8th Edition is characterized by fresh interpretations of cultures. Western art
history encompasses a great many distinct chronological and cultural periods, which the authors treat as distinct entities. For example, Etruscan art is presented as evidence for Etruscan culture, not as a precursor of Roman or a follower of Greek art.Inspired by contemporary approaches to art history, the Reissued 8th Edition addresses the
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engaging features help students appreciate art A high-quality visual program ensures that students are exposed to only the best possible images. Whenever possible, all photography has been obtained directly from the holding institutions to ensure inclusion of the most accurate and authoritative illustrations.A comprehensive map program orients
students to the locations mentioned in each chapter, and reinforces the chapter narrative. The text's maps let students see the extent of the Eastern and Western Roman Empires, as well as the range of the Justinian's rule, and enable students to trace the migration routes of tribes during early medieval times and the Dutch trade routes of the
seventeenth century. The enriching map program provides an avenue for greater understanding of the impact of politics, society, and geography on the art of each period.Engaging features foster deep understanding of key course material.The Art Historian's Lens boxes allow students to see how the discipline works, giving students a better
understanding of the methods art historians use to develop art-historical arguments.Primary sources have been incorporated throughout the text to support the analysis provided and to further inform students about the cultures discussed.End-of-chapter timelines summarize the art and events of the chapter, as well as showing key contemporaneous
works from previous chapters. Dynamic content brings concepts to life Videos and interactives integrated directly into the narrative get students learning actively, making it more likely that they'll retain what they've read.Art 21 videos provide up-close looks at contemporary artists at work.Students on Site videos make art more accessible, and
experiential, than ever before.Closer Looks offer in-depth walkthroughs of key works of art. They let students zoom in on details they might not otherwise see and listen to expert audio, as if they were on a guided tour.Architectural Panoramas give students a 360-degree view of renowned edifices and landmarks, helping them gain a sense of space
and place.Pan/zoom functionality along with scale markers invite students to look closely at particular artworks, while hearing the author's voice reading the text material.Embedded assessments afford students regular opportunities to check their understanding. The results enable instructors to gauge student comprehension and provide timely
feedback to address learning gaps along the way.Writing assignments, such as journaling prompts, shared writing activities, and essays, enable educators to foster and assess critical thinking without significantly impacting their grading burden.Video quizzes offer students opportunities to further their knowledge by applying concepts and testing
their understanding. Instructors can share videos accompanied by time-stamped multiple-choice questions.Shared multimedia assignments make it easy for instructors and students to post and respond to videos and other media. Students can also record and upload their own presentations for grading, comments, or peer review. The Revel® mobile
app lets students read and practice anywhere, anytime, on any device, online and off. It syncs work across all registered devices automatically, allowing learners to toggle between phone, tablet, and laptop as they move through their day.The audio playlist lets students listen and learn as they go. Actionable insights help improve results The educator
dashboard offers an at-a-glance look at overall class performance. It helps instructors identify and contact struggling and low-activity students, ensuring that the class stays on pace.The enhanced grades view provides detailed insights on student performance, from specific assignments to individual student scores.LMS integration provides
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